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Abstract Vanadium oxide (VOx) molecular species

supported on high surface area oxide supports are active

catalysts for oxidative transformations of organic mole-

cules. Since the reactivity of VOx species depends on their

molecular structure, the understanding and control of fac-

tors that determine their structure would be useful in sur-

face molecular catalyst design. Reactive adsorption of

vanadyl triisopropoxide (VOTP) to form monomeric VOx

species on amorphous Al2O3 and SrTiO3 (001) surfaces has

been studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

Quantitative comparison of C(1s) and V(2p3/2) peak areas

has been used to determine the number of isopropoxide

ligands that are replaced by V–O surface bonds. On aver-

age, three V–O surface bonds are formed during adsorption

on an amorphous Al2O3 surface, as expected in the for-

mation of a tridentate, VO4 structure, typically assigned to

monomeric, surface VOx species. On the SrTiO3 (001)

surface, the number of V–O surface bonds depends on the

oxygen density prior to reaction with VOTP. For

adsorption on the SrTiO3 surface cleaned and oxygen-

annealed in ultrahigh vacuum, the number of V–O surface

bonds is ca. 2. When the SrTiO3 surface has been Ar-ion

sputtered prior to VOTP adsorption, the number of V–O

bonds is ca. 1. This study demonstrates that the atomic

structure of the support can strongly influence the molec-

ular nature of surface VOx species.

Keywords Vanadium oxide � Strontium titanate �
XPS � Surface structure

1 Introduction

Supported vanadium oxide catalysts are industrially

important for many catalytic reactions, including oxidative

dehydrogenation of alkanes, desulfurization of fossil fuels

and the production of sulfuric acid [1]. The structure of the

VOx species supported on a metal oxide has been exten-

sively investigated in efforts to elucidate structure/catalytic

reactivity relationships. IR, Raman, UV–Vis, EXAFS and

NMR experiments have identified that several VOx surface

species exist: namely monomeric vanadyl units, polymeric

chains and crystalline vanadia [1–4]. At low vanadia sur-

face densities the surface species are expected to be mostly

isolated vanadia monomers which consist of VO4 units [5].

Three identified monomer structures are shown in

Scheme 1: (a) monodentate, (b) bidentate and (c) triden-

tate. These structures all have a single one-coordinate

V=O, but differ by the number of V–O–M two-coordinate

oxygen atoms that bridge between a vanadium atom and a

metal cation of the support. Polymeric vanadia chains, 1d,

form at higher surface concentrations and contain three

oxygen atom coordinations: a single V=O, V–O–M
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bridging oxygen atoms and V–O–V bridging oxygen atoms

that connect one unit to another.

As the surface density increases it is less clear which

species are present [6]. This problem is further complicated

because the surface species are influenced by the compo-

sition and surface structure of the metal oxide substrate.

While most researchers believe that the V–O–M bond can

be catalytically active a debate still exists as to which

lattice oxygen sites are active and about the number and

types of each oxygen site as dictated by the type of VOx

species present on the surface [7, 8]. Further it has been

shown that the different vanadia monomeric structures can

exhibit substantially different reactivity [7]. In order to

fully understand the mechanistic details of vanadia cata-

lyzed reactions it is crucial to characterize the monomeric

species that are present on a surface and the factors that

influence the formation of specific species. For example, a

subset of the species in a mixture may be largely respon-

sible for the overall catalytic activity depending on the

conditions of temperature and pressure and on the reaction

under study. The development of methods to prepare spe-

cies with the desired activity and/or selectivity would lead

to improvements in catalyst performance.

There are several methods for synthesizing supported

vanadia catalysts, namely grafting [9], wet impregnation

[1] and recently atomic layer deposition (ALD) [10]. ALD

is a promising technique for the synthesis of novel catalytic

materials, where two sequential gas-surface reactions are

cycled to grow metals, oxides and other materials in a

layer-by-layer fashion [11, 12]. After one cycle, the initial

surface functional groups are regenerated, providing new

reaction sites for the following cycle. Since there are a

finite number of surface reaction sites accessible, only a

finite number of precursor molecules can react, leading to

the self-limiting nature of ALD. The limited availability of

reaction sites results in the ability to control growth of thin

films at the atomic scale.

Previous experiments investigated the deposition of

vanadyl triisopropoxide (VOTP) for the formation of

vanadia thin films and supported vanadates [10, 13–16].

The reaction is believed to proceed by the mechanism:
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� �
3ðgÞ
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where M is the support cation, X is the number of surface

hydroxyl groups that undergo exchange with the VOTP

ligands, and the asterisk denotes a surface species. The

mechanism above implies that the number of isopropoxide

ligands lost on the adsorbed vanadyl species after the

surface reaction will be informative about the number of

two-coordinate, oxygen bridge bonds, M–O–V or V–O–V,

to the deposited V atoms. The number of bonds formed can

shed light on which surface species was formed: a mono-

dentate, bidentate, or tridentate VO4 unit [8].

In this study we utilize X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) to explore the nature of supported VOx species,

deposited by atomic layer deposition, by correlating the

number of ligands lost to properties of the surface, such as

the structure and oxygen atom surface density.

2 Experimental Section

2.1 Instrumentation and Sample Mounting

All experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum

(UHV) apparatus with a base pressure in the range

2–5 9 10-10 Torr. The apparatus, which has been descri-

bed previously [17], includes an Extrel quadrupole mass

spectrometer (QMS), low energy electron diffraction

(LEED), ion sputtering gun, heated dosing lines, high

pressure cell and a dual-anode Thermo/VG Microtech

X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with a hemispherical

electron energy analyzer. A 360� rotating XYZ manipula-

tor with a 1 meter Z-translator was used to position the

sample for sputtering, gas dosing, and analytical

measurements.

A SrTiO3 (001) single crystal (MTI) was mounted on a

piece of nickel foil (Goodfellow) with silver loaded
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electrode paste (Dupont 7095). Two 0.5 mm Ni:Cr (80:20)

wires, spot-welded to the back of the foil, were used to

suspend the sample between two thermally isolated copper

leads on the bottom of the manipulator shaft. The sample

was resistively heated and cooled with liquid nitrogen. The

sample temperature was measured with a C-type thermo-

couple spot welded to the back of the Ni foil. The SrTiO3

(001) crystal was cleaned with argon ion sputtering using

2 keV ions at normal incidence followed by annealing in

dry oxygen at a pressure of 10-7 Torr for several hours at

863 K. XPS was used to verify that all of the contaminants

had been removed. For experiments performed on a clean

SrTiO3 (001) crystal, the crystal plane was verified by

LEED.

In a separate reactor 25 cycles of trimethylaluminum

and water were dosed forming a thin film of Al2O3 on a

SiO2/Si substrate at 498 K. The calculated film thickness

based on measured growth per cycle was 27.5 Å. Unlike

the SrTiO3 crystal, the alumina sample was mounted on Ni

foil with Ta foil clips to reduce the damage done to the

alumina film from sample handling. Extended use of ion

sputtering was prohibited due to the damage caused by

sputtering. However, light Ar ion sputtering was able to

remove most of the initial carbon contaminants.

2.2 Atomic Layer Deposition

VOx films were grown at substrate temperatures ranging

from 373–473 K with alternating exposures of vanadyl tri-

isopropoxide (VOTP, Sigma-Aldrich 99.98 %) and water.

The VOTP and water vessels were kept at room temperature

where the vapor pressures of the liquids are 0.045 and

33 Torr, respectively [18, 19]. Freeze–pump–thaw cycles

were performed on both precursors until there was no evi-

dence of air in the precursor, detected by QMS. Leak valves

were used to introduce the 300 K gaseous precursors for

directed dosing of the surface, during which the chamber

pressure rose to 1 9 10-6 Torr. The saturation exposure

time for VOTP and water was 3 and 10 min (180 and 600

Langmuir doses), respectively. After dosing was completed,

the chamber was evacuated to a pressure of 10-8 Torr

before analysis. Oxygen satellite peaks overlapping the

V(2p3/2) region were removed through subtraction of back-

ground spectra taken prior to precursor dosing. Due to

sample charging and nonlinearity in the XPS spectrometer,

the C(1s) peak from the alkoxide group in the ligand was

referenced to a binding energy of 286.4 eV, the expected

binding energy of a surface bound alkoxide [20]. The V(2p3/2)

binding energies were referenced to the O(1s) binding energy

of the respective substrate: 531.0 eV for Al2O3 and 529.2 eV

for SrTiO3 [21, 22].

3 Results

3.1 Self-Limiting Reactions

While atomic layer deposition has been performed in UHV

chambers [23–25], the self-limiting nature of the reaction

was verified for our experimental apparatus. Previous

experiments have identified that the ALD temperature

window for VOTP is 353–423 K [14]. In excess of 423 K

the growth mode changes from self-limiting to chemical

vapor deposition (CVD). During CVD the substrate tem-

perature is greater than the decomposition temperature of

the precursor resulting in flux dependent growth of the film.

Figure 1 illustrates growth above and below the decom-

position temperature of VOTP. The V(2p3/2), O(1s) and

C(1s) spectra before and after one VOTP dose are shown in

the black and red lines, respectively. When the substrate

temperature is 473 K the vanadium signal increases while

the change in the carbon signal is almost negligible

(Fig. 1a), indicating all three ligands reacted with the sur-

face and decomposed into volatile products. As shown in

Fig. 1b, when the surface temperature is below the

decomposition temperature, both the V(2p3/2) and C(1s)

signals increase upon exposure to the surface. This result

suggests that a fraction of the ligands from the precursor

have remained on the surface after deposition, as expected

in an ALD process. While this result is not direct evidence

of ALD, it does corroborate the previously identified ALD
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the V(2p) and C(1s) spectra grown through

a CVD and b ALD processes
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temperature window and demonstrates the ability to dis-

tinguish between CVD and ALD by XPS measurements.

The self-limiting behavior of atomic layer deposition is

verified with the exposure time dependence of VOTP

deposition at a substrate temperature of 373 K, shown in

Fig. 2. The black line is the initial V and C signals and the

red, green and blue lines represent sequential 1 min doses

of VOTP for a total of 1, 2 and 3 min of dosing onto the

sample. In Fig. 2b the C(1s) signal reaches saturation near

an exposure time of 2 min indicating that the surface is

saturated and that additional carbon is not deposited during

the third minute of exposure. In Fig. 2a, the V(2p3/2) signal

continues to increases slightly between 2 and 3 min of

dosing, indicative of so called ‘‘soft saturation’’ [26]. This

increase is likely the result of the high background pressure

of water inside the chamber, which regenerates additional

surface hydroxyl groups between VOTP doses. The results

from the temperature dependence and exposure time

dependence experiments demonstrate that at a surface

temperature of 373 K VOx can be grown in the UHV

apparatus in an ALD-like fashion.

3.2 Vanadyl Triisopropoxide Deposition

3.2.1 Condensed Precursor Measurements

Ratios of the V(2p3/2) to C(1s) peak areas in the XPS

spectra were used to investigate the VOx deposition pro-

cess. In the absence of adventitious carbon the C(1s) signal

is a direct measure of the carbon in the isopropoxide

ligands on the surface. The ratio of V(2p3/2) to C(1s) sig-

nals of an intact VOTP molecule was used to verify that the
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Fig. 2 a V(2p) and b C(1s) signal as a function of increasing VOTP

exposure time
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Fig. 3 a V(2p) and b C(1s) spectra taken from condensed VOTP
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precursor was not decomposing before reaching the surface

and to provide a reference for the ratio of intensities

expected when all three ligands remain on the molecule.

VOTP condensed onto a liquid-nitrogen-cooled sample

produced the V(2p3/2) and C(1s) spectra shown in Figs. 3a,

b, respectively. The C(1s) signal is a combination of two

peaks in a 2:1 area ratio. These peaks correspond to the two

different carbon environments in an isopropoxide ligand.

The V:C intensity ratio, corrected for elemental sensitivity,

is 1:9.5 [27]. The measured ratio is slightly higher than

expected for VO(C3H7O)3, due to condensation of con-

taminant isopropyl alcohol in the dosing gas resulting from

VOTP decomposition or inaccuracy of the elemental sen-

sitivity factors.

The spectrum of condensed VOTP is used as a guide for

the deposition on to different substrates. The vanadium and

carbon signals in Fig. 3 provide a calibration for the situ-

ation where none of the ligands react and desorb off the

surface. A measured carbon signal, normalized to the

vanadium signal, corresponding to 66 or 33 % that of

condensed VOTP, indicates the loss of one or two ligands,

respectively.

3.2.2 Vanadyl Triisopropoxide Deposition onto

ALD-Formed Alumina

The results from VOTP deposition onto a film of Al2O3

supported on a silicon wafer are shown in Fig. 4. The black

lines represent the measured vanadium and carbon signals

after deposition. In Fig. 4a, the red line corresponds to the

V(2p3/2) spectrum of condensed VOTP, scaled to have a

peak area equivalent to the deposition spectrum. The

V(2p3/2) spectrum from VOTP deposition is broader than

from the condensed layer due to inhomogeneity in the

environments surrounding the deposited vanadium atoms

compared to condensed molecular VOTP where vanadium

has only one bonding environment with all three ligands

still intact. The full width half maximum is 3.3 eV, which

is slightly broader than previously observed V(2p3/2)

spectra from deposited vanadia species [28, 29]. Peak

broadening is observed for all V(2p3/2) spectra taken after

deposition. The peak has a binding energy of 516.7 eV

which is similar to the reported V5? binding energy of

516.9 eV [30]. The data from all of the VOTP deposition

experiments is summarized in Table 1, including the

deposited V surface concentration, average number of

ligands lost, peak binding energy and the full width half

maximum for each substrate.

The number of vanadium atoms per square nanometer

can be calculated by a procedure used previously to cal-

culate the surface coverage of adsorbed methyl radicals on

Fe3O4 (111) [31]. Based on the density of aluminum atoms

in ALD deposited films (4 Al atoms/nm2), an effective

sampling depth equivalent to the inelastic mean free path
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Fig. 4 VOTP deposited onto ALD formed alumina. a V(2p3/2)

spectra of the deposited vanadia (black) and scaled condensed

precursor (red). b C(1s) spectra of the deposited vanadia (black) while

the red, green and blue lines represent the intact VOTP molecule, 1

ligand lost and 2 ligands lost, respectively

Table 1 Summary Figs. 5, 6 and 7, including the vanadium surface

density, average number of ligands lost, V(2p3/2) peak binding energy

and full width half maximum for each substrate

Substrate V added

(V/nm2)

Avg.

ligands lost

Peak BE

(eV)

FWHM

(eV)

Al2O3 2.8 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.2 516.7 3.3

SrTiO3 (001) 1.8 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2 516.0 2.5

SrTiO3 (001)

sputtered

1.9 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 516.0 2.7
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(20 Å in alumina using the Mg Ka X-ray source), depo-

sition of 1.1 Å of alumina/cycle and the V:Ti peak area

ratio adjusted for elemental sensitivities, the calculated

vanadium surface density on the alumina surface was

approximately 2.8 ± 0.2 V atoms/nm2 [32, 33].

Figure 4b shows the C(1s) signals from condensed

VOTP and after the deposition (black). The red line is the

expected intensity of intact VOTP obtained by normalizing

to the V(2p3/2) deposition spectrum. The green and blue

lines are 66 and 33 % of the intensity expected for intact

VOTP (red line), corresponding to the spectra predicted for

a loss of 1 and 2 ligands, respectively. The peak shape of

the C(1s) spectrum resulting from deposition is similar to

the condensed VOTP spectrum, indicating that the signal

after deposition is largely composed of carbon atoms in

isopropoxide ligands. The deposition spectrum falls below

the blue line, indicating that on average VOTP molecules

will lose 2–3 ligands upon reaction with an ALD-formed

alumina surface at 373 K. The ratio of the peak areas of the

C(1s) deposition spectrum and the intact VOTP spectrum

yields an average of 2.2 ± 0.2 ligands lost per molecule.

The XPS spectra only provide information about the

average number of ligands lost over all deposited mole-

cules which likely have a distribution of ligands lost. This

result implies that there are several scenarios for the VOTP

molecules to bond to an alumina surface leading to the loss

of 1, 2 and even 3 ligands.

3.2.3 Vanadyl Triisopropoxide Deposition onto Strontium

Titanate (001)

The results of a single dose of VOTP onto a clean SrTiO3

(001) crystal at 393 K are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a the

black line represents the measured vanadium signal after

deposition. The full width half maximum is 2.5 eV with a

binding energy of 516.0 eV. The broadening observed is

closer to the widths found in the literature for deposited

species, however the binding energy is lower than expec-

ted. The surface density of vanadium atoms per square

nanometer can be calculated to be 1.8 ± 0.2 V atoms/nm2,

based on the density of Ti atoms on a (1 9 1) terminated

SrTiO3 unit cell (6.56 Ti/nm2), an effective sampling depth

equivalent to the inelastic mean free path (22.5 Å for

Ti(2p) in SrTiO3 using the Mg Ka X-ray source [32]), and

a TiO2 plane separation of 3.905 Å along the (001) direc-

tion and the V:Ti peak area ratio.

Figure 5b shows the C(1s) signals from condensed

VOTP and after the deposition (black). The red line is the

expected intensity of intact VOTP obtained by normalizing

to the V(2p3/2) deposition spectrum. The green and blue

lines are 66 and 33 % of the intensity expected for intact

VOTP (red line), corresponding to the spectra predicted for

a loss of 1 and 2 ligands, respectively. The peak shape of

the C(1s) spectrum indicates that the signal after VOTP

deposition is largely composed of carbon atoms in iso-

propoxide ligands. The deposition spectrum sits just above

the blue line, indicating that 1–2 ligands are lost upon

reaction with a clean SrTiO3 surface at 373 K. The ratio of

the peak areas of the C(1s) deposition spectrum and the

intact VOTP spectrum yields an average of 1.9 ± 0.2

ligands lost per molecule.

Vanadyl triisopropoxide was also deposited onto a clean

SrTiO3 (001) crystal, which had been sputtered with Ar

ions but not annealed. It is well known that sputtering leads

to a surface with structural defects and is often oxygen
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Fig. 5 VOTP deposited onto a clean SrTiO3 (001) single crystal.

a V(2p3/2) spectra of the deposited vanadia (black) and scaled

condensed precursor (red). b C(1s) spectra of the deposited vanadia

(black) while the red, green and blue lines represent the intact VOTP

molecule, 1 ligand lost and 2 ligands lost, respectively
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deficient. The results are shown in Fig. 6 where Fig. 6a, b

show the V(2p3/2) spectra and C(1s) spectra, respectively.

The V(2p3/2) peak binding energy is 516.0 eV with a cal-

culated vanadium surface density of 1.9 ± 0.2 V atoms/

nm2. The normalized condensed VOTP C(1s) reference

signals (red, green and blue) are shown in Fig. 6b. The

signal resulting from deposition (black) falls almost on top

of the green line indicating that the deposited VOTP

molecules average one ligand lost. The ratio of the peak

areas of the C(1s) deposition spectrum and the intact VOTP

spectrum yields an average of 1.1 ± 0.2 ligands lost per

molecule. The C(1s) spectra have a similar peak shape as in

Fig. 3b, 4b, and 5b, consistent with carbon atoms in iso-

propoxide ligands.

4 Discussion

4.1 Self-Limiting Behavior

Previous studies of thin film growth have indicated that

ALD reactions typical of higher pressures will also occur in

UHV environments [23–25]. The V(2p3/2) signal continu-

ally increased as a function of exposure time. This increase

of signal is likely the result of residual water in the UHV

chamber reacting with the surface and regenerating

hydroxyl groups during the long measurement times. The

lack of growth of the C(1s) signal at long exposure times

indicates that the reaction of VOTP with the surface of

SrTiO3 is self-limiting. This behavior is evidence that our

UHV dosing technique is also an ALD process and con-

firms that the information obtained from these experiments

can provide direct insight into the reactions taking place at

10 Torr in typical ALD reactors.

The observed temperature window in this work agrees

with literature values, where decomposition of VOTP

occurs at temperatures in excess of 423 K [34]. Under

CVD the ligands on the precursor molecules are converted

to volatile products that desorb from the surface, and the

film growth is dependent on the flux of the impinging

precursor. When the surface is above the decomposition

temperature of VOTP, CVD occurs and, in an adventitious

carbon-free environment, a surface carbon signal will not

be observed. Alternatively, below the decomposition tem-

perature ALD occurs and the ligands remain on the surface

leading to a visible carbon signal. The appearance of a

C(1s) signal or lack thereof is indicative of the deposition

process taking place.

4.2 Comparison of the Substrate Surface Structures

The substrates used in these experiments included: ALD-

formed Al2O3, clean SrTiO3 (001), and sputtered SrTiO3

(001). Under UHV conditions and following sputtering and

annealing one might expect oxide surfaces to be com-

pletely dehydrated. However, there is evidence that surface

OH groups are remarkably persistent on the SrTiO3 (100)

surface following treatments similar to those used in the

present study [35, 36]. Since the ALD-formed Al2O3 was

subjected to significantly milder treatment in UHV, we

expect it to be an amorphous, hydrated thin film on the

oxide covered silicon wafer. Quartz crystal microbalance

studies of alumina ALD have obtained a reactive surface

OH density for ALD alumina of 6.2/nm2 [37]. Molecular

dynamics simulations of amorphous alumina are in
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Fig. 6 VOTP deposited onto an Ar ion sputtered SrTiO3 (001) single

crystal. a V(2p3/2) spectra of the deposited vanadia (black) and scaled

condensed precursor (red). b C(1s) spectra of the deposited vanadia

(black) while the red, green and blue lines represent the intact VOTP

molecule, 1 ligand lost and 2 ligands lost, respectively
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agreement with this surface density and indicate that the

OH-groups are primarily bonded to 1 or 2 aluminum atoms

in approximately a 2:1 ratio [38].

SrTiO3 in the (001) orientation has a bulk, cubic

perovskite structure with alternating layers of TiO2 and

SrO. Previous experiments have observed several surface

reconstructions for the (001) plane including (2 9 1),

(2 9 2), c(4 9 2), c(4 9 4), c(6 9 2), (6 9 2), (H5 9

H5)-R26.6� and (H13 9 H13)-R33.7� (RT13) [35, 36, 39–

46]. In the current work the sample was sputtered and

annealed at 850 K in 10-7 Torr of oxygen. Identifying the

surface reconstruction of the crystal was attempted, how-

ever only a (1 9 1) pattern was observed which is con-

sistent with the relatively low annealing temperature.

Based upon prior work for the RT13 structure [43] this

surface is likely to be a disordered glass consisting of

(a) TiO5[] units where ‘‘[]’’ is a vacancy in the octahedral

co-ordination of the Ti, with perhaps some tetrahedrally

coordinated TiO4 units at defects (similar to what has been

observed on the (110) surface, e.g. [47]), (b) domains of

SrO termination, and (c) surface hydroxyl groups. Based on

the sample preparation it is likely that Ti3? ions are also

present following sputtering [48]. However, due to the

large bulk Ti4? signal reduced Ti atoms were not directly

observed in the XPS spectra. Assuming all O atoms remain

from the bulk (1 9 1) structure, the surface oxygen density

is approximately 13 O atoms/nm2.

The third surface was a SrTiO3 (001) surface that was

prepared in the same manner as the first, except that as a

final step prior to deposition the crystal was sputtered once

more with Ar ions without further annealing, leaving the

surface with structural defects and probably enriched in

TiO2. Since sputtering has been shown to alter the local

geometries of a surface by preferentially removing oxygen

atoms from the lattice resulting in reduced metal atoms, the

comparison of this surface with the previous one provides

information on the role of surface oxygen density in

determining the species formed by VOTP adsorption [49].

4.3 Formation of Vanadia Monomers on Metal Oxide

Surfaces

4.3.1 Vanadia Monomer Structures

Based on the low vanadia surface densities, summarized in

Table 1, it is likely that the VOTP deposition onto alumina

and SrTiO3 (001) surfaces results in the formation of VOx

monomers with the possibility of some polymers present on

the alumina [50]. Previous experiments of supported

vanadium oxide included substrates of NbO2, TiO2, CeO2,

Ta2O5, ZrO2, two SiO2 substrates, Aerosil 300 and SBA-

15, and a, j and h-Al2O3 [8, 51–58]. Investigations include

studies of oligomer or polymer formation, dispersion and

comparing substrate effects. Few studies have character-

ized the exact vanadia monomer species present on the

surface. UV Raman experiments coupled with DFT cal-

culations on h-alumina have suggested several structures

for monomeric vanadia: ‘‘monodentate’’, ‘‘bidentate’’ and

‘‘tridentate’’ as shown previously in Scheme 1 [8]. All

species contain a doubly coordinated oxygen atom on the

vanadium atom. The ‘‘monodentate’’ structure has one

bond to the surface and a hydrogen bond from the

2-coordinated oxygen to a neighboring surface hydroxyl

group. The ‘‘bidentate’’ structure has two bonds to the

surface. The ‘‘tridentate’’ structure has three bonds to the

surface. There is also a fourth identified structure,

‘‘molecular’’ which also has two surface bonds. The dif-

ference between the ‘‘molecular’’ species and the ‘‘biden-

tate’’ species is that the ‘‘molecular’’ structure is bonded to

the surface via bridging OH-groups rather than bridging

O-atoms. Raman and UV–Vis spectroscopy have suggested

that tridentate and bidentate monomer structures exist on

silica [59]. X-ray diffraction and XPS experiments com-

bined with Raman spectroscopy found that if a silica sub-

strate was pretreated at 473 K bidentate monomers formed,

whereas if the substrate was pretreated at 873 K the

monodentate monomer formed. These studies have iden-

tified that a number of factors influence the formation of

specific monomer structures, including the geometry and

chemical composition of the surface and the ligand on the

precursor [8, 60].

4.3.2 Determination of Possible VOx Structures Through

XPS

Due to the dependence of the molecular structure on the

properties of the substrate it is challenging to predict which

of the VOx species will be present on a given surface. In

this study the number of ligands lost upon deposition

provides an insight into the possible vanadia species

formed and the role of the metal oxide support structure.

An average loss of 2–3 ligands from VOTP on amorphous

alumina suggests that a distribution of vanadia monomers

formed upon deposition where there was some combination

of 1, 2 and all 3 ligands lost. There are a number of pos-

sible distributions that result in an average that is between 2

and 3. However, in all scenarios the majority of the

monomers must be tridentate in order to have a distribution

mean greater than 2. While it is possible that the high

vanadium surface density of 2.8 V/nm2 indicates some

polymer formation, previous work provides strong evi-

dence that this is not the case [10].

For deposition onto the clean SrTiO3 crystal and the

sputtered SrTiO3 surface the vanadium surface densities of

1.8 and 1.9 V atoms/nm2 suggest that both surfaces contain

isolated vanadia monomers. The average loss of 1–2
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ligands upon deposition onto the clean SrTiO3 crystal is

consistent with several possible monomer species making

it difficult to narrow down their structures based on this

information alone. However, for the sputtered SrTiO3

crystal an average of only 1 ligand was lost during VOTP

deposition, indicating that the majority of the monomers

are monodentate. The presence of adsorbed VOTP with 2

or 3 ligands lost would require a significant, compensating

population of intact, molecular adsorbed VOTP. We dis-

count this possibility under our experimental conditions of

ultrahigh vacuum and 373 K sample temperature.

A natural correlation to draw would be between the

number of ligands lost and the density of reactive sites on

the support surface. The crystal structure of vanadyl tri-

methoxide has a O–V–O separation of approximately

2.6–2.9 Å between the oxygen atoms [61]. From this data,

the corresponding O–O distance for vanadyl triethoxide was

estimated to be 2.6 Å [61, 62]. It is expected that VOTP

would have a similar O–V–O separation, suggesting that for

multiple ligands to react the surface oxygen atoms have to

be approximately 2.6 Å apart. According to conventional

ALD mechanisms the reactive sites are likely to be surface

hydroxyl groups. The ALD formed alumina surface had the

highest degree of hydration in part because the sample was

exposed to water during the final step in the ALD synthesis

and then to air before insertion into vacuum without

annealing above 373 K. It is likely that the alumina film is

hydroxyl terminated with a reactive OH density of *6/nm2

added per cycle, based on mass gain per cm2 during ALD

alumina growth [37]. 6 OH groups/nm2 is likely a minimum

value because each ALD cycle does not fully cover the

surface and oxygen atoms and hydroxyl groups from pre-

vious cycles could remain accessible for reaction.

The hydroxyl densities for the SrTiO3 surfaces were not

quantified, but the sample preparation employed is expec-

ted to have produced dehydrated surfaces with a small

amount of adsorbed water. Not only was the direct water

exposure lower and the annealing temperature higher for

the SrTiO3 substrates, but the Al–O bond is more ionic

compared to the Ti–O bond and therefore an alumina

surface will bond water more strongly than a TiO2-termi-

nated SrTiO3 surface. All of these factors indicate that both

SrTiO3 surfaces had a lower density of hydroxyl groups

than the Al2O3 surface. It is expected that sputtered SrTiO3

has the lowest OH density due to the preferential removal

of oxygen atoms, and hence hydroxyl groups by sputtering.

The comparatively smaller density of surface OH groups

on a sputtered surface would create fewer opportunities for

losing multiple ligands per adsorbed VOTP molecule.

Based on the available information, the order of the sup-

ports with increasing hydroxyl density is sputtered SrTiO3,

clean SrTiO3 and Al2O3. This order also correlates with the

increase in the number of ligands removed from VOTP

upon reaction with each surface. This result suggests that

the higher the reactive site density the higher the average

number of ligands removed per VOTP molecule.

The surface oxygen density correlates with the number

of ligands lost and more importantly the type of monomeric

species can form on a surface. However, oxygen densities

are an average across the entire surface and therefore better

used to observe general trends rather than provide infor-

mation about individual site specific monomer formation.

Alternatively, the structure of the substrate may be more

informative due to the direct influence it has on individual

reaction sites and the O–O distances. While it is difficult to

extensively discuss the alumina case because of its amor-

phous nature, it is likely that as the hydroxyl group density

increases the OH groups will pack in a hexagonal close

packed configuration similar to the packing of Al2O3

(0001) as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7 depicts the packing of a

hydroxyl terminated crystalline Al2O3 (0001) where the O

anions are in light blue, Al cations are in red and the H

atoms are purple. Oxygen atoms labeled A, B and C are

three potential sites for the formation of a tridentate spe-

cies. The packing results in an average distance of 2.5 Å

between A, B and C, which is similar to the O–V–O sep-

aration, 2.6 Å, in vanadyl triethoxide. This implies that the

reactive sites are close enough for the tridentate structure to

form which is consistent with our observations. Due to the

temperature of annealing during sample preparation the

termination of the SrTiO3 crystal is unknown and likely

glassy. Though under these conditions there are likely

sections of RT13 reconstructions, as depicted in Fig. 8

where the O anions are in red, Ti cations are dark blue and

the Sr cations are orange [43]. Similar to Fig. 7, there are

three O atoms labeled A, B and C which are potential

reactive sites for the formation of tridentate monomers.

The lengths between A–B and A–C are close to the

expected distance between O atoms in vandyl triethoxide

suggesting that VOTP may form bidentate structures

between these two reactive sites. However, a third bond to

the surface is less likely to form because of the increased

distance, 3.8 Å, between atoms B and C. This also applies

to the formation of a tridentate structure between oxygen

atoms A, C and D because D resides in the TiO2 layer

below A and C. While this is just one of the many surface

terminations for SrTiO3, the remaining known reconstruc-

tions on the (001) surface do not have three oxygen atoms

in close enough proximity for the loss of three ligands [35,

36, 39–46]. Given the restraints from the surface structure,

most monomeric species are expected to be either molec-

ular, bi- or monodentate. Even though the surface was not

clearly defined during these experiments there are strong

correlations between the surface structure of the support

and the number of ligands lost and more importantly the

monomer species likely formed on the surface.
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4.4 Vanadia Monomer Structure Influences

on Reactivity

It is well documented that the reactivity of vanadia mono-

mers is influenced by the composition of the metal oxide

support. Wachs et al. [56] observed that the activity for

methanol oxidation changed by several orders of magnitude

depending on the support through the series:

SiO2 \ Al2O3 \ Ta2O5 \ Nb2O5 \ TiO2 \ ZrO2 \ CeO2.

In another study, they observed that propylene oxidation

varied by a factor of *20 with the identity of the support

[63]. In these two studies they concluded that the activity

correlated with the electronegativity of the support cation.

While the differences between polymeric and monomeric

vanadia was considered, the possibility of different structural

forms for the monomeric VOx species was not discussed.

However, Kim et al. [7] performed a spectroscopic study to

delineate how the reactivity of vanadia monomers with

hydrogen depends on the monomer structure. Experimen-

tally, the bidentate structure reduced with H2 at a tempera-

ture nearly 100–200 K below the reaction temperature for

the tridentate monomer. Computationally, the free energy

barrier for the activation of H2 by the bidentate vanadia

species is 17 kcal/mol lower than for the same reaction path

by the tridentate species [7]. The same computations also

demonstrate that H2 activation follows a radical abstraction

mechanism very similar to the dominant mechanism for CH

activation of alkanes [64, 65]. These observations indicate

that the structure of vanadia monomers would be expected to

have a large influence on the kinetics of the rate controlling

step in H2 and CH activation. Supports with widely spaced

oxygen atoms that make the trident vanadia structure unfa-

vorable would be expected to stabilize the more reactive

bidentate vanadia monomers and provide more active cata-

lysts. The influence of oxide support geometry on the nature

of vanadia monomer species have not yet been explored in

detail and remains an unresolved issue in catalytic structure–

function relationships.

5 Conclusions

It is challenging to directly identify specific vanadia

monomer species on a metal oxide surface with XPS

techniques alone. However, the average number of ligands

lost from VOTP upon reaction with the oxide support along

with the peak shape of the V(2p3/2) spectra can provide an

insight into monomer formation. The majority of the van-

adia monomers are tridentate on the surface of alumina,

while for clean SrTiO3 the species could include a com-

bination of tridentate, bidentate, monodentate and molec-

ular monomer structures. Due to the lack of reactive sites

on the sputtered SrTiO3 surface, the spectra indicate that

only monodentate vanadia monomers are present. While

there appears to be a correlation between the monomer

species formed and the oxygen density of the metal oxide

support, it is important to consider the structure of the

surface because it dictates the distances between reactive

oxygen atoms and therefore influences monomer forma-

tion. As previously shown, different monomer structures

can result in different catalytic activity. This remains an
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Fig. 7 Hydroxyl terminated crystalline Al2O3 (0001) surface. Oxy-

gen atoms are blue, aluminum atoms are red and hydrogen atoms are

purple. Oxygen atoms labeled A, B and C are potential reactive sites

and are 2.5 Å apart
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Fig. 8 (H13 9 H13)-R33.7� reconstruction of a SrTiO3 (001) sur-

face [43]. Oxygen atoms are red, titanium atoms are blue and

strontium atoms are orange. Oxygen atoms labeled A, B and C are

potential reactive sites, distances between atoms are 2.8, 2.8 and

3.9 Å
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aspect of the catalytic structure–function relationship that

is largely unknown.
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